
VIVA
Time 
    for 
      us



Time to
relax

ROMANCE SD 3701/497, edging 9005/323



The day is passing by on soft 
soles. Now the most precious 
part of the day is starting: 
Now it’s time to switch off. 
Space for thoughts and ideas, 
for anything that enriches our 
lives and makes us happy, like 
an exquisite carpet.

Time to switch off

SAVANNA 3698/495, Cover



Bright and cheerful rooms create an atmosphere that welcomes us and our dear 
ones at any time of day. To have a chat or just to sit down together. Exquisite 
carpets and inviting surfaces foster these nice occasions. 

In the 
Meantime

CHAMP 3703/295



No time 
restraints

Cuddly, stylish and inviting.
With these attributes, our favourite 
place makes us want to spend time 
at home. When peace and quiet come 
together and we replace the ground 
of hard facts by a soft ground of an 
exclusive carpet, it is very easy to let 
your soul dangle. 

PHANTOM 3697/349, Fringes 9108/132



Dream-
time

LEGEND 3699/795, leather 5 cm 9009/494



VIVA is pure life. VIVA is like an oasis, 
where we can enjoy our time to the full. 
To feel completely at ease, we want to 
play and retrieve the freedom and sere-
nity of childhood on pleasantly natural 
carpets. 

Time to 
fly

MOTO TWIST 3702/347, edging 9005/448, MOTO TWIST 3702/297, edging 9005/192, MOTO TWIST 3702/057, edging  9005/393



Cover:
Simple and valuable
A simple turn of the carpet’s edges and an additional valuable carpet underlay 
made from felt creates a high-quality and comfortable carpet with an especially 
textile character. 

Edging:
The all-rounder under the edgings.
The surrounding Alcantara edging (1cm), can be selected either matching to 
the carpet’s colour or in an accent colour.

Fringes:
Both a trendsetter and a classic.
Fringes decorates your carpet Cover at the short sides with a matt-glossy viscose 
fringe.

Leather:
Timelessly natural
This universal border is made from a high-quality smooth leather.

With „Carpet Fashion“ you give your new favourite piece the right frame, 
whether you decide for a round, a square or a rectangular carpet.

Carpet  Fashion



WALL-TO-WALL CARPETS - Time for details:

Elegant
The look of a wall-to-wall carpet stands for high-quality comfort and 
creates an exclusive and modern ambience.

Anti-allergic
Lost hair, dust and allergens are being bound and the particulate matter 
pollution in the room’s air is being reduced.

Varied
In combination with other floor coverings, a carpet gives structure to 
a room in which people feel comfortable.

Healthy
An elastic and soft pile protects the human locomotor system, offers 
sure footedness and has a positive influence on the room climate.

MOTOTWIST 3702/438 Cover



Individual
Custom-made carpets set new accents on parquet, laminate or design 
floorings.

Creative
A variety of colours, shapes, materials and structures gives you the 
greatest possible scope for your design.

Silent
Carpeting significantly reduces the impact and reverberation sound and 
thus creates a serene atmosphere.

Reliable
Innovative fibres are particularly durable, hard-wearing and easy to clean.

CHAMP 3703/295

SUPREME 3700/121



www.jab.de


